
Dear Sirs,

Further to my recent email stating my strong objections to the Sainsburys Winchmore Hill, Green Lanes
inclusion for proposals for development sites there are number of other objections and concerns I have
regarding the consultation.

- Consultation, circulation and notice:
Firstly a large number of people I have spoken to locally who were not aware of the plan. This extends to
recent panic in social media in local groups about the information and what seems like a severe lack of
effort to circulate it for feedback. Some examples

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ENFIELDwhatstheretodoandwheretofindstuff/posts/3973294762774744/

(Ian Barnes comment reposted)
https://www.instagram.com/p/CTo2OZtN865/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

https://www.instagram.com/p/CTomSKktWoL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

(Published on the 12th September - 1 day prior to the deadline!?)
https://www.enfieldindependent.co.uk/news/19575281.crematorium-proposal-firs-farm-rec-ground-sparks-
backlash/

A leaflet only posted through letterboxes barely a month before the deadline. Whereas the consultation
began back in 2018?

Confusion among even local councillors. It's unacceptable.

If the consultation began in 2018, when did the study begin? How has it taken into account the massive
changes brought about over the past 2 years, Brexit and Covid to say the least. Where are the reviews?

- Crematorium at Firs Farm Rec Ground
I strongly oppose this proposal too at the heart of recreational grounds and green space that people
regularly use for health and relaxation purposes.

Why not along the a406 perhaps nearer the waste disposal / industrial areas!?

- Conslusion/Suggestion
You must extend the deadline for consultation and have more workshops to provide people more
opportunity to attend and feedback.

You must use social media extensively and with enough forewarning for information to circulate. This is
basic basic marketing strategy.

You must provide a way that people can subscribe to details about such plans and receive notifications of
changes online. You should provide a digital data driven plan and not a giant 

Winchmore hill has been recognised as a leafy old-fashioned suburb. Please do not destroy it, it's my
home https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/why-winchmore-hill-london-best-place-to-live-uk-w5wdpk59s
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